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Original Article

Supplementary Figure S1. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of gene expression profiles generated from FL, normal B lym-
phocytes and B-cell derived malignancies.  The unsupervised analysis was performed on six enriched FL, normal B cells
(including naïve cells -N, memory cells – M, centrocytes – CC, and centroblasts – CB) and a representative panel of B-cell
tumors that included four cases of Burkitt’s lymphoma (BL), 16 cases of diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL), ten cases of
mantle cell lymphoma (MCL), ten cases of hairy cell leukemia (HCL) and ten cases of B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia (B-
CLL). The dendrograms were generated using a hierarchical clustering algorithm based on the average-linkage method. In
the matrix, each column represents a sample and each row represents a gene. The color scale bar shows the relative gene
expression changes normalized by the standard deviation (0 is the mean expression level of a given gene). The samples (16
HCL, 6 FL, 4 BL, 16 DLBCL, 10 MCL, and 10 B-CLL) are clustered according to their expression of 332 genes. FL is clearly dis-
tinct from other malignancies, being closer to the germinal center- related ones (BL and DLBCL). 

 



Supplementary Figure S2. Relatedness of the gene expression profile of FL to normal germinal center B cells.  Analysis in FL of genes
differentially expressed in centrocytes (CC) and centroblasts (CB). These genes were identified by supervised analysis. A cell-type clas-
sification is used to measure the relatedness of FL to CC and CB. The gray area marks 95% of confidence: the p-value decreases with
increasing distance from the x axis. (A) The expression of genes differentially expressed in CC and CB was investigated in purified FL
cases represented on the right side of the matrix.  (B) FL seems to be more related to CC cells than to CB, when the cell-type classi-
fication is adopted. (C) The expression of genes differentially expressed in CC and CB was then specifically investigated in unpurified
cases of FL GIIIa and GIIIb (represented on the right side of the matrix). The cell-type classification showed again that FL seems to be
more related to CC cells than to CB, irrespectively of the amount of large cells. 
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Supplementary Figure S3. FL GIIIb is in fact closer to FL than to DLBCL based on gene expression profile. (A) Hierarchical clus-
tering of 37 FL and 37 GCB-DLBCL cases. The samples are clustered according to the expression of 64 genes that emerged
from supervised analysis comparing enriched samples of FL vs DLBCL. FL GIIIb actually cluster together with the other FL
rather than with DLBCL. (B) Hierarchical clustering of 37 FL and 37 GCB-DLBCL cases. The samples are clustered according
to the expression of 268 genes that emerged from supervised analysis comparing FL GIIIa vs GCB-DLBCL. FL GIIIb actually
cluster together with the other FL rather than with DLBCL. 
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Supplementary Figure S4. FL GIIIa is closer to FL GI-II than to FL GIIIb based on gene expression profile. (A) Hierarchical clus-
tering of 37 FL cases. The samples are clustered according to the expression of 114 genes that emerged from supervised
analysis comparing samples of FL GI-II vs FL GIIIb. FL GIIIa actually cluster together with the former group. (B) A cell-type
classification was used to measure the relatedness of FL GIIIa to FL GI-II and GIIIb. The gray area marks 95% of confidence:
the p-value decreases with increasing distance from the x axis. All GIIIa cases appear to be significantly more related to the
indolent (GI-II) forms. 
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